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Abstract
Objectives: Amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI), a prodromal stage of Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias, is
characterized by episodic memory impairment. Recent evidence has shown inhibitory control deficits in aMCI, but the extent of these deficits across inhibitory domains (i.e., response inhibition and interference control) and aMCI subtypes (i.e.,
single vs multiple domain) remains unclear. Few studies have included reaction time intraindividual variability (RT IIV) in
these efforts. The aim of this study was to compare response inhibition and interference control between aMCI subtypes
using measures of accuracy, mean RT, and RT IIV.
Methods: We report data from 34 individuals with single-domain aMCI (sdaMCI, 66–86 years), 20 individuals with
multiple-domain aMCI (mdaMCI, 68–88 years), and 52 healthy controls (HC, 64–88 years) who completed tasks of response inhibition (Go–NoGo) and interference control (Flanker). Group differences in accuracy, mean RT, and RT IIV were
examined for both tasks.
Results: Individuals with mdaMCI had higher RT IIV than the other groups on both tasks. In RT IIV, we observed an interference control deficit in mdaMCI and sdaMCI relative to healthy controls, a finding not observed through accuracy or
mean RT.
Discussion: RT IIV may detect subtle differences in inhibition deficits between aMCI subtypes that may not be evident
with conventional behavioral measures. Findings support the supplementary use of RT IIV when assessing early executive
function deficits.
Keywords: Executive functioning, Flanker, Go–NoGo, Inhibitory control, Interference control, Response inhibition
  

Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is an intermediate stage
between healthy aging and dementia. Individuals with MCI
demonstrate a decline in cognitive abilities greater than

expected for an individual’s age, but are able to maintain
functional independence (Petersen, 2004). MCI can be divided into four subtypes based on the presence or absence
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functioning, is the ability to suppress irrelevant information
and restrain inappropriate prepotent responses (Diamond,
2013; Hasher et al., 1999). A recent meta-analysis by Rabi
et al. (2020) including 2,184 individuals with aMCI and
3,049 healthy controls found aMCI-related deficits of moderate effect sizes (Hedge’s g = −0.73) across inhibitory control domains including response inhibition and interference
control.
Response inhibition is the ability to withhold a response according to task-relevant information (Simmonds
et al., 2008), and is often measured with the Go–NoGo
task (Mesulam, 1985). Studies have found impaired response inhibition in aMCI (Mudar et al., 2016; Nguyen
et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2012, 2014), with moderate effect
sizes (Hedge’s g = −0.71) across studies (Rabi et al., 2020).
To our knowledge, research examining response inhibition
between aMCI subtypes is limited to two studies by CidFernández et al. (2017a, 2017b). They used a Go–NoGo
task with an additional selective attention component and
found lower Go accuracy in the mdaMCI group relative to
sdaMCI and healthy control groups, and longer Go RTs
relative to healthy controls, but did not evaluate group differences in response inhibition deficits (i.e., Go vs NoGo
accuracy).
Interference control refers to the ability to inhibit irrelevant information present in the target or environment, and
has been measured by the Flanker task (Eriksen & Eriksen,
1974), the Simon task (Simon & Wolf, 1963), and the
Stroop task (Stroop, 1935). Several studies have found impaired interference control in aMCI (Bélanger & Belleville,
2009; Bélanger et al., 2010; Borella et al., 2017; Borsa
et al., 2018; Duong et al., 2006; Pereiro et al., 2014; Van
Dam et al., 2013; Villeneuve et al., 2009; Wylie et al., 2007;
Zhang et al., 2015), with moderate effect sizes (Hedges’
g = −0.74) across studies (Rabi et al., 2020). Comparing
aMCI subtypes, Pereiro et al. (2014) found a greater Simon
effect in accuracy in individuals with mdaMCI compared
to those with sdaMCI or healthy controls. To our knowledge, only one other study (Strauss et al., 2007) has compared RT IIV between aMCI subtypes on an inhibition task
(Simon task), but only evaluated overall mean RT and RT
IIV rather than group by condition interactions needed to
identify group differences in inhibition deficits. We are not
aware of any studies comparing aMCI subtypes on other
tests of interference control.
The aim of the present study was to compare inhibitory control deficits between individuals with sdaMCI,
mdaMCI, and healthy controls using accuracy, mean RT,
and RT IIV in two domains of inhibitory control: response
inhibition with a Go–NoGo task, and interference control
with a Flanker task. We expected individuals with mdaMCI
to show greater RT IIV on all task conditions than individuals with sdaMCI and healthy controls. Furthermore,
we expected the mdaMCI group to demonstrate greater
deficits than the sdaMCI and healthy control groups across
all measures.
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of episodic memory impairment (amnestic and nonamnestic
subtypes, respectively) and number of impaired cognitive domains (single or multiple domains; Petersen et al.,
2009). Amnestic MCI (aMCI) is thought to represent the
prodromal phase of dementia due to Alzheimer’s disease
(AD), although it can progress to other forms of dementia
(Petersen et al., 2009). Multiple-domain aMCI (mdaMCI)
is of particular interest as it represents a more severe subtype due to the presence of additional cognitive deficits
(Petersen et al., 2009), with a twofold greater likelihood
of converting to AD compared to single-domain aMCI
(sdaMCI) over a 7-year time period (Golob et al., 2007).
Given the high prevalence of AD, it is important to characterize cognitive impairments that distinguish mdaMCI
and sdaMCI subtypes from healthy older adults. One
potential tool is reaction time intraindividual variability
(RT IIV), that is, within-person variability in performance
across trials, which is thought to be indicative of executive
attention ability (Vasquez et al., 2016; West et al., 2002).
As limited research has explored intraindividual variability
between aMCI subtypes in tasks of inhibitory control, the
primary goal of this study is to compare RT IIV between
individuals with sdaMCI, individuals with mdaMCI, and
healthy controls (HC) on two inhibition measures. To our
knowledge, this is the first study to systematically examine
two types of inhibitory control between aMCI subtypes
using a measure of intraindividual variability.
Greater RT IIV is correlated with cognitive decline and
greater neurological impairment resulting in executive functioning deficits (MacDonald et al., 2006). RT IIV can distinguish individuals with early stage AD from healthy older
adults in simple and choice RT tasks (Christ et al., 2018).
RT IIV is more strongly associated with neuropsychological
measures of executive functioning (including inhibition)
compared to other cognitive domains, such as memory or
processing speed (Vasquez et al., 2018). Previous studies
have found greater RT IIV in individuals with aMCI than
healthy controls in simple RT tasks (Christensen et al.,
2005; Strauss et al., 2007). Furthermore, past studies have
found greater RT IIV in the mdaMCI subtype than the
sdaMCI subtype and healthy controls on simple/choice
RT tasks and visual search tasks (McLaughlin et al., 2010;
Strauss et al., 2007). RT IIV has also been associated with
inhibition failure in adults with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (Borella et al., 2013) and healthy older
adults (Joly-Burra et al., 2018). Individuals with early stage
AD have also demonstrated higher RT IIV in Simon and
Stroop inhibition tasks relative to healthy older adults
(Jackson et al., 2012). Similarly, higher RT IIV was found
in inhibition tasks (set-shifting and Simon tasks) for individuals with mdaMCI than individuals with sdaMCI or
healthy controls (Strauss et al., 2007).
Although episodic memory deficits are the hallmark of
aMCI, deficits in executive functioning, including inhibitory
control, are also prevalent (Johns et al., 2012; Rabi et al.,
2020). Inhibitory control, a core component of executive
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Method
Participants

females), and 20 individuals with mdaMCI (68–88 years,
six females). The groups did not statistically differ in
age, F(2, 103) = 2.97, p = .056, η p2 = 0.055, sex, χ2(2,
N = 106) = 4.191, p = .123, or education, F(2, 103) = 1.69,
p = .189, η p2 = 0.032. Individuals were recruited from the
Rotman Research Institute research participant pool, the
Baycrest Centre memory clinic, and through local advertisements and community talks. The study protocol was
approved by the Research Ethics Board of the Rotman
Research Institute at Baycrest Centre. Informed written
consent was obtained from all participants.

Neuropsychological Assessment
Neuropsychological assessments took place during an
individual’s optimal time of day (i.e., morning). The
Montreal Cognitive Assessment was administered to assess
global cognitive ability. The Shipley’s Institute of Living
Scale II was administered to estimate crystallized intelligence, and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS)
Matrix Reasoning to estimate fluid intelligence. Processing
speed was assessed with the WAIS Digit Symbol Coding
subtest, the Delis–Kaplan Executive Function System
(D-KEFS) Trail Making Test (Number and Letter subtests),
and D-KEFS Color–Word Interference Test (CWIT) Color
Naming and Word Reading subtests. Memory was assessed
through the California Verbal Learning Test II, Incidental
and Free Recall subsections of the Digit Symbol Coding
Test, Verbal Paired Associates, and Visual Paired Associates
subtests from the Wechsler Memory Scale—Revised. FAS
and Animal fluency tests assessed phonemic and semantic
fluency, respectively, and the short form of the Boston
Naming Test was administered as a language/naming
measure. Executive functioning measures included the
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, Alpha Span Test, the D-KEFS
Trail Making Test Number–Letter Switching Subtest, and
D-KEFS CWIT Inhibition subtest.
To assess sleep quality, participants completed the
Epworth Sleepiness Scale and Pittsburgh Sleep Quality
Index. Participants also completed the Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale. The Memory Assessment Clinics Self-Rating
Scale was administered to assess subjective memory concern.
Self-reported functional independence was assessed with the
Basic Activities of Daily Living Scale and the Instrumental
Activities of Daily Living Scale, and verified among individuals
with an sdaMCI or mdaMCI profile through the Functional
Assessment Questionnaire by a reliable third-party informant.
Demographic, neuropsychological, and clinical data for each
group are displayed in Table 1.

Procedure
All participants performed both inhibition tasks on a separate day than the neuropsychological assessment to prevent fatigue. We were interested in time-of-day effects on
inhibitory control; thus, participants were randomized to
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Target sample size was based on the Go–NoGo commission
error rate of Cid-Fernández et al. (2017a). Using G*Power
(Faul et al., 2007), as few as 16 participants per group
would be sufficient to detect a significant group main effect
comparing healthy controls, individuals with sdaMCI, and
individuals with mdaMCI, with an effect size of f = 0.59,
α = 0.05, and 1 − β = 0.95. However, as we were interested
in assessing mean RT and RT IIV in addition to accuracy
metrics, we aimed to recruit 20–30 per group. Participant
recruitment took place from January 2017 to March 2020
until it was stopped due to coronavirus disease 2019, but
we had already surpassed this target by that point.
Participants were recruited if they were native English
speakers or learned English before the age of 5, had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision, and reported no significant
hearing loss, no history of learning disabilities, stroke, transient ischemic attack, traumatic brain injury with loss of
consciousness greater than 5 min, substance abuse disorder,
brain abnormalities, intracranial surgery, or any other diagnosis of major neurological or psychiatric disorder.
Participants were excluded if they had a history of myocardial infarction, coronary artery disease, or bypass surgery.
Participants were also excluded if they were taking medications known to affect cognitive functioning, including antidepressants, anticonvulsants, neuroleptics, or recreational
drugs either currently or within the year prior to testing.
Participants were excluded if they scored below the cutoff
on the Telephone Interview for Cognitive Status—Modified.
Finally, to control for time-of-day effects on cognitive performance (e.g., Hasher et al., 1999), all participants were
required to be of morning chronotype, as categorized by
the Morningness–Eveningness Questionnaire (Horne &
Ostberg, 1976).
Fifty-four healthy controls, 37 people with sdaMCI,
and 22 people with mdaMCI were recruited for the study.
Participants were diagnosed by a registered neuropsychologist (N. D. Anderson) using Petersen’s (2004) criteria,
specifically (a) memory complaint (reported by self and/or
reliable informant), (b) objective memory impairment verified by neuropsychological assessment, and (c) maintenance
of a functional level of independence in daily activities.
Impairment was defined as an age-corrected scaled score
1.5 SDs below their estimated intellectual functioning on
two or more tests within a cognitive domain. Data were excluded from analysis for one healthy control and two participants with sdaMCI who did not complete the inhibition
tasks, and two participants with mdaMCI who received a
diagnosis of another neurological disorder after testing. To
control for influences of sleep loss on inhibition (Sagaspe
et al., 2012), data were excluded from one healthy control
who received inadequate sleep the night before testing. Our
final sample consisted of 52 healthy controls (64–88 years,
25 females), 34 individuals with sdaMCI (66–86 years, 20
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not receive any feedback on their performance during the
tasks.

Data Preparation
Go–NoGo mean accuracy values were calculated from hits
and correct rejections. Go–NoGo mean RT and RT IIV
values were calculated only from hits. For the Flanker task,
accuracy and mean RT values were calculated for each of
the Congruent, Incongruent, and Neutral conditions, and
trials without a response were discarded from calculation.
For both tasks, the first trial in each block was omitted to
accommodate for task warm-up effects, and trials with a
response time less than 200 ms were removed. These removed on average 0.74% (SD = 0.16%) of trials in the Go–
NoGo task, which did not vary by group, F(2, 103) = 0.84,
p = .436, η p2 = 0.016, and 0.04% (SD = 0.15%) of trials in
the Flanker task, with more trials trimmed in the mdaMCI
group (0.16%) than sdaMCI or healthy control groups
(0.01% for both), F(2, 103) = 9.09, p = .001, η p2 = 0.150.
Incorrect trials and any trials beyond 3 SDs of the participants’ mean in each condition were additionally removed
from calculations of mean RT. This removed on average
1.14% (SD = 0.58%) of trials per participant in the Go–
NoGo task, which did not differ by group, F(2, 103) = 0.01,
p = .989, η p2 < 0.001, and 1.31% (SD = 0.69%) of trials
per participant in the Flanker task, which did not differ by
group, F(2, 103) = 0.41, p = .665, η p2 = 0.008. RT IIV was
measured using intraindividual standard deviation (ISD) of
RTs (Hultsch & MacDonald, 2004). Each participant’s RT
data retained after trimming were submitted to a multiple
regression model that included block number, trial number
within the block, and the block by trial number interaction
as independent variables and RT as the dependent variable
to account for practice and fatigue effects. This method
yields residuals around each participant’s mean RT. For
each participant, the standard deviation of the unstandardized residuals was calculated to yield ISD values.

Data Analysis
Dependent measures were subjected to Bayesian analyses
of covariance (ANCOVAs) with age, sex, and education
as covariates using JASP software (Version 0.14.1) with
default prior probabilities. This approach compares the
marginal likelihood of the data under null (i.e., no effect
or interaction) and alternative (i.e., an effect/interaction)
models and allows one to state the weight of evidence in
favor of one over another. Advantages and specific parameters of the Bayesian approach, including the use of default priors, are discussed in Rouder et al. (2012). We
followed prior literature (e.g., Goghari & Lawlor-Savage,
2017) in denoting a Bayes factor (B10) greater than 3 as
providing support for the alternative hypothesis (i.e., 3:1
odds in favor of the alternative), and a B10 greater than
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complete the inhibition tasks either in the morning (i.e.,
optimal time of day for older adults, between 09:00 a.m.
and 12:00 p.m.), or in the afternoon (i.e., nonoptimal time
of day, between 03:00 p.m. and 06:00 p.m.). As preliminary
analyses did not reveal any time-of-day effects on task performance, we therefore collapsed across this variable. The
order of inhibition tasks was counterbalanced across participants, and no participant was familiar with either task.
Both tasks were performed seated in a sound-attenuated
booth 60 cm in front of a computer monitor with a visual
angle of 2.9° for the Go–NoGo task, and 3.8° for the
Flanker task. Electroencephalography data were acquired
during these tasks; these data will be reported elsewhere.
The Go–NoGo task comprised four stimuli created from
two shapes (triangles or rectangles) in two different colors
(white or pink) to reduce stimulus repetition effects. For
each trial, one shape was presented centered on a black
background of a computer screen for 186 ms followed by a
blank screen interstimulus interval lasting 1,500, 2,000, or
2,500 ms to prevent expectancy effects. Participants were
randomized to whether white or pink stimuli (regardless of
shape) signified a standard or deviant trial to control for
stimulus saliency. Participants were instructed to press the
spacebar on a computer keyboard in response to standard
trials as quickly and accurately as possible (75% probability) and to withhold responding to deviant trials (25%
probability). The response time window was 1,000 ms
from stimulus onset. The paradigm consisted of 576 trials
(432 Go and 144 NoGo trials) in total, separated into three
blocks of 192 trials each. A practice block of 20 trials was
used to familiarize participants with the task. The task took
approximately 25 min. Figure 1A displays the sequence of
events for each trial.
For the Flanker task, stimuli were presented centered
on a computer monitor. The task comprised three different arrays made of five symbols, with each array comprising a centered arrowhead pointing either left or right,
and two flanker symbols on either side. The flankers were
Congruent (i.e., > > > > >), Incongruent (i.e., > > < > >),
or Neutral (i.e., = = > = =) with respect to the central arrowhead. For each trial, a stimulus array was presented
on a white background for 300 ms followed by a fixed
interstimulus interval of 2,000 ms with a central fixation
cross. Participants were instructed to press an arrow key
on a standard keyboard in response to the direction of the
central arrowhead (left arrow with left index finger, right
arrow with right index finger) as quickly and accurately
as possible. The response time window was 2300 ms from
stimulus onset. The paradigm consisted of 306 trials in
total (102 trials per condition) separated into three blocks
of 102 trials each with randomized trial order. A practice
block of 17 trials was used to familiarize participants with
the task. The task took approximately 15 min. Figure 1B
displays the sequence of events for each trial.
Stimuli for both tasks were displayed using E-Prime version 1.2 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.). Participants did
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Table 1. Demographic, Neuropsychological, and Clinical Data for Healthy Controls (HC), HC, sdaMCI, and mdaMCI Groups
HC (n = 52)

Variable

Raw

Scaled

Raw

mdaMCI (n = 20)

Scaled

Raw

Scaled

79.15 (5.57)
15.35 (2.80)
6:14
21.80 (3.37)
32.45 (3.39)
63.35 (4.22)

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

76.41 (6.42)
15.59 (2.86)
20:14
23.12 (2.17)
33.18 (2.85)
64.06 (5.07)

—
—
—
—
—
—

14.42 (2.41)
12.48 (2.75)

22.24 (5.79)
34.32 (4.01)

13.68 (2.80)
11.35 (3.07)

19.15 (5.55)
34.45 (3.49)

12.55 (2.54)
11.35 (2.78)

13.43 (2.84)
12.31 (3.17)
11.61 (2.86)
11.90 (2.57)
12.00 (1.60)
10.25 (2.41)
11.92 (2.16)
10.46 (1.16)
10.58 (1.19)

27.70 (6.85)
2.91 (2.49)
3.22 (2.50)
8.97 (3.96)
3.65 (1.82)
10.35 (3.56)
4.65 (1.89)
5.26 (1.80)
5.03 (4.73)

6.06 (2.71)
4.47 (2.98)
4.44 (2.95)
9.94 (2.42)
10.44 (2.30)
5.68 (2.64)
8.62 (2.98)
8.09 (2.75)
7.09 (3.32)

22.25 (10.74)
2.00 (2.58)
2.05 (2.27)
5.80 (3.30)
2.20 (1.67)
9.75 (4.46)
4.25 (1.97)
4.25 (2.22)
2.90 (3.60)

5.10 (2.75)
3.30 (3.21)
3.53 (2.55)
7.80 (1.99)
9.00 (1.95)
5.60 (2.98)
8.15 (3.25)
7.00 (3.42)
5.80 (3.79)

10.96 (3.00)
12.00 (3.38)
10.31 (3.29)

51.35 (6.38)
43.26 (10.60)
14.21 (4.05)

10.06 (2.83)
10.74 (2.91)
7.44 (2.77)

46.40 (10.50)
34.40 (10.10)
11.45 (3.76)

8.75 (3.84)
8.60 (2.80)
5.70 (2.94)

12.96 (2.96)
12.87 (2.23)
12.79 (1.64)
12.31 (2.44)
11.50 (2.06)
11.54 (2.50)
12.98 (1.73)
10.61 (3.35)
—
13.18 (4.34)

54.91 (13.58)
46.76 (17.00)
47.26 (15.47)
109.75 (40.58)
31.79 (5.72)
22.89 (4.75)
65.79 (17.23)
21.58 (7.17)
4.41 (2.09)
18.21 (10.09)

11.56 (2.58)
12.00 (3.04)
11.82 (2.38)
11.74 (2.96)
11.15 (2.49)
11.55 (2.53)
12.03 (2.19)
8.73 (3.02)
—
11.79 (3.85)

40.30 (15.08)
61.40 (32.92)
66.53 (36.14)
211.97 (60.31)
40.79 (10.14)
29.12 (6.92)
96.55 (38.38)
19.30 (7.36)
2.60 (2.41)
32.35 (15.63)

9.30 (2.99)
10.00 (4.05)
9.89 (3.86)
4.60 (3.70)
7.63 (3.68)
8.58 (2.91)
8.47 (4.31)
7.70 (2.52)
—
7.95 (3.39)

—
—
—
—
10.84 (2.33)
—

5.79 (3.84)
3.36 (2.67)
5.94 (3.46)
5.47 (2.62)
58.71 (8.57)
1.39 (1.82)

—
—
—
—
8.00 (2.13)
—

5.25 (4.22)
3.35 (2.39)
5.00 (4.19)
4.89 (3.34)
59.70 (10.77)
3.00 (2.58)

—
—
—
—
8.30 (2.77)
—

Notes: Data are means (SDs) except for sex. aMCI = amnestic mild cognitive impairment; BNT = Boston Naming Test; CVLT = California Verbal Learning Test;
D-KEFS = Delis–Kaplan Executive Functioning System; EPW = Epworth Sleepiness Scale; FAQ = Functional Assessment Questionnaire; FAS = phonemic fluency
to the letters F, A, and S; FR = Free Recall; HADS = Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; HC = healthy control; IL = Incidental Learning; MAC = Memory
Assessment Clinics Self-Rating Scale; mdaMCI = multiple-domain aMCI; MEQ = Morningness–Eveningness Questionnaire; MoCA = Montreal Cognitive
Assessment (raw score out of 30); N-L = Number-Letter; PA = Paired Associates; PR = Paired Recall; PSQI = Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index; sdaMCI = singledomain aMCI; TICS-M = modified Telephone Interview of Cognitive Status (raw score out of 50); WAIS = Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale; WCST = Wisconsin
Card Sorting Test; WMS-R = Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised. For normed assessments, tests of significance were run on scaled scores.
a
HC ≠ sdaMCI.
b
HC ≠ mdaMCI.
c
sdaMCI ≠ mdaMCI.
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Demographics
Age (years)
75.19 (6.40)
Education (years)
16.50 (2.83)
Sex (F:M)
25:27
MoCAa,b
26.90 (2.38)
TICS-M,b
37.19 (3.02)
MEQ
65.81 (4.68)
Estimates of IQ
WAIS-III Matrix Reasoningb
24.25 (4.74)
Shipley Vocabulary
35.83 (3.34)
Memory
CVLT-II Learninga,b
49.71 (12.11)
CVLT-II Short Delay FRa,b
10.39 (3.42)
CVLT-II Long Delay FRa,b
10.67 (3.45)
WMS-R Visual PA Ia–c
12.14 (3.44)
WMS-R Visual PA IIa–c
5.08 (1.37)
WMS-R Verbal PA Ia,b
16.43 (3.23)
WMS-R Verbal PA IIa,b
6.96 (1.09)
WAIS-III Digit Symbol IL-FRa,b
7.50 (1.13)
WAIS-III Digit Symbol IL-PRa,b
12.65 (4.17)
Language
BNT-15b
53.84 (4.81)
Phonemic Fluency (FAS)b
49.23 (13.12)
Semantic Fluency (Animals)a,b
18.50 (4.83)
Executive Functioning and Processing Speed
WAIS-III Digit Symbolb,c
61.77 (14.67)
D-KEFS Trails Numbersb,c
38.57 (13.19)
D-KEFS Trails Lettersb,c
38.52 (12.16)
D-KEFS Trails N-L Switchb,c
94.82 (40.61)
D-KEFS Colorb,c
30.59 (5.34)
D-KEFS Wordb,c
22.91 (4.93)
D-KEFS Inhibitionb,c
57.69 (12.44)
Alpha Spana,b
28.88 (10.82)
WCST Categories
4.90 (1.79)
WCST Perseverative Errors %b,c
14.25 (10.06)
Questionnaires
HADS Anxiety
4.58 (2.88)
HADS Depression
2.40 (1.95)
EPW
7.06 (3.04)
PSQI
5.96 (2.98)
MAC Abilitiesa,b
69.49 (9.56)
FAQc
—

sdaMCI (n = 34)
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as the difference between Incongruent and Congruent
(Incongruent–Congruent effect), and between Incongruent
and Neutral (Incongruent–Neutral effect) when B10 for
Group by Condition interactions exceeded 3.

Results
The mdaMCI and sdaMCI groups demonstrated impairments on tests of memory and semantic fluency relative to
HC as expected (Murphy et al., 2006). The mdaMCI group
demonstrated additional impairments on tests of executive
functioning and processing speed relative to sdaMCI and
HC groups. The mdaMCI group also performed worse on
tests of naming, phonemic fluency, and visuospatial reasoning than the HC group.

Go–NoGo Task

Figure 1. Visual representation of (A) Go–NoGo Task and (B) Flanker
Task. Full color version is available within the online issue.

20 as indicative of strong evidence for the alternative.
Conversely, B10 less than 0.33 indicates support for the null
hypothesis (3:1 odds in favor of the null) and B10 less than
0.05 indicates strong support for the null.
Accuracy values from the Go–NoGo task were subjected to a mixed ANCOVA with Group (healthy control, sdaMCI, mdaMCI) as a between-subjects factor
and Condition (Go, NoGo) as a within-subjects factor.
Participants’ mean RT and RT IIV values from Go trials
were subjected to a one-way ANCOVA with Group
(healthy control, sdaMCI, mdaMCI) as a between-subjects
factor. For the Flanker task, accuracy, mean RT, and RT IIV
values were subjected to a mixed ANCOVA with Group
(healthy control, sdaMCI, mdaMCI) as a between-subjects
factor and Condition (Congruent, Incongruent, Neutral) as
a within-subjects factor. For main effects, the null model
included the covariates only and the alternative model also
included the main effect of interest. For interactions, the
null model contained the covariates and all main effects
while the alternative model also included the interaction
of interest. Post hoc pairwise comparisons based on the default t test with a Cauchy prior were run when B10 for main
effects exceeded 3. Post hoc Bayesian univariate ANCOVAs
were run for two Flanker interference effects, defined

Table 2 shows a summary of results for omnibus and post
hoc statistics for both tasks. Figure 2 shows accuracy, mean
RT, and RT IIV on the Go–NoGo task. As expected, the accuracy analysis revealed strong evidence for greater accuracy
on Go than NoGo trials. However, there was no evidence
for a Group main effect or Group by Condition interaction in accuracy. The analyses for mean RT and RT IIV on
Go trials revealed evidence for Group main effects. Pairwise
comparisons revealed evidence for slower mean RTs and elevated RT IIV in the mdaMCI group compared to sdaMCI
or HC groups, as well as support for a null difference in
mean RTs and RT IIV between the sdaMCI and HC groups.
Inclusion of data from one HC participant excluded due
to inadequate sleep the night before testing did not change
the pattern of findings. To summarize, the mdaMCI group
performed with slower and more variable RTs than their
sdaMCI and HC counterparts, but no response inhibition
deficits were apparent in sdaMCI or mdaMCI groups.

Flanker Task
Figure 3 shows accuracy, mean RT, and RT IIV on the
Flanker task. As expected, the analysis revealed strong
evidence for Condition main effects. Pairwise comparisons revealed strong evidence for greater accuracy, faster
mean RT, and lower RT IIV on Congruent and Neutral
trials relative to Incongruent trials, as well as support for
null differences between Congruent and Neutral trials on
all three metrics. The analyses also revealed evidence for
Group main effects for all three metrics. Post hoc pairwise comparisons revealed strong evidence for lower accuracy, slower mean RT, and elevated RT IIV on all task
conditions in the mdaMCI group compared to sdaMCI
or HC groups, whereas there was evidence for a null
Group difference on all three metrics between sdaMCI
and HC groups.
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Table 2. Summary of Bayes Factors for Go–NoGo and Flanker Tasks.
Effect

Go RT IIV
Groupa

Flanker Accuracy
Groupa

Conditiona

Group × Conditiona
Flanker Mean RT
Groupa

Conditiona

Group × Conditionb
Flanker RT IIV
Groupa

Conditiona

Group × Conditiona

Post hoc comparison

Post hoc B10

0.78
1.06 × 1019
2.25
4.60

mdaMCI > sdaMCIa
mdaMCI > HCa
sdaMCI = HCb

3.10
7.93
0.25

4,355.78

mdaMCI > sdaMCIa
mdaMCI > HCa
sdaMCI = HCb

1,119.10
1,887.79
0.28

48.18

mdaMCI < sdaMCIa
mdaMCI < HCa
sdaMCI = HCb
Con > Inca
Neu > Inca
Con = Neub
Inc–Con
Inc–Neu

573.06
1,615.98
0.15
5.35 × 1013
5.22 × 1013
0.21
0.54
1.59

mdaMCI > sdaMCIa
mdaMCI > HCa
sdaMCI = HCb
Inc > Cona
Inc > Neua
Con = Neub

79.344
189.078
0.139
8.90 × 1027
1.03 × 1031
0.13

mdaMCI > sdaMCIa
mdaMCI > HCa
sdaMCI = HCb
Inc > Cona
Inc > Neua
Con = Neub
Inc–Con
Inc–Neua
mdaMCI = sdaMCI
mdaMCI > HCa
sdaMCI > HCa

2.00 × 106
1.85 × 109
0.164
87.42
739.26
0.12
0.44
23.38
0.38
27.62
265.73

4.72 × 1027

24.46

8.55

3.75 × 1055

0.24
1014.46

8163.31

17.75

Notes: B10 = Bayes factor for evidence in favor of alternative versus null hypothesis; Con = Congruent; HC = healthy control; Inc = Incongruent; IIV = intraindividual
variability; mdaMCI = multiple-domain aMCI; Neu = Neutral; RT = reaction time; sdaMCI = single-domain aMCI.
a
Indicates evidence for the alternative hypothesis.
b
Indicates evidence for the null hypothesis.

The analysis also revealed strong evidence for a Group
by Condition interaction in accuracy, but post hoc univariate ANCOVAs revealed no evidence for Group main
effects for both the Incongruent–Congruent and the
Incongruent–Neutral differences. Evidence for null Group
by Condition interactions was supported for mean RT.
In terms of RT IIV, the analysis revealed strong evidence
for a Group by Condition interaction. Post hoc univariate

ANCOVAs revealed no evidence for a Group main effect
for the Incongruent–Congruent difference, but strong evidence for a Group main effect for the Incongruent–Neutral
difference. Pairwise comparisons revealed strong evidence
for elevated Incongruent–Neutral Flanker effects in both
mdaMCI and sdaMCI groups relative to the HC group.
Inclusion of data from one HC participant excluded due to
inadequate sleep the night before testing did not change the
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Figure 2. Performance on the Go–NoGo Task by group and condition
for measures of (A) accuracy, (B) mean RT, and (C) RT IIV. Error bars
represent standard error, and the y-axis scale is truncated to aid in
visualizing the Go–NoGo effect. IIV = intraindividual variability; RT =
reaction time.

pattern of findings. To summarize, the mdaMCI group performed with lower accuracy, and slower and more variable
RTs relative to sdaMCI and HC groups. Although interference control deficits were not observed in accuracy or mean
RT, RT IIV revealed interference control deficits in both
mdaMCI and sdaMCI groups relative to the HC group.

Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first study to systematically
examine inhibitory control between aMCI subtypes using
a measure of intraindividual variability. As expected, RT
IIV was greater in all task conditions in individuals with
mdaMCI relative to individuals with sdaMCI and healthy
controls. In terms of inhibitory deficits, RT IIV revealed

Figure 3. Performance on Flanker Task by group and condition for
measures of (A) accuracy, (B) mean RT, and (C) RT IIV. Error bars represent standard error, and the y-axis scale is truncated to aid in visualizing
Incongruent–Congruent and Incongruent–Neutral Flanker effects. IIV =
intraindividual variability; RT = reaction time.
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interference control deficits in individuals with mdaMCI
relative to healthy controls. Notably, our findings also demonstrated deficits in interference control among individuals
with sdaMCI relative to healthy controls; these findings
were apparent in RT IIV but not when examining measures
of accuracy or mean RT.

In the present study, there was no evidence of response
inhibition deficits in sdaMCI or mdaMCI. To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine response inhibition deficits between aMCI subtypes (i.e., comparing Go
vs NoGo). Past research has demonstrated response inhibition deficits in individuals with aMCI combined across
subtypes (e.g., Mudar et al., 2016, Zheng et al., 2014) with
the exception of one study (Zhang et al., 2007). The studies
that did explore response inhibition between aMCI subtypes (Cid-Fernández et al., 2017a, 2017b) did not evaluate whether groups performed disproportionately worse
in the NoGo than Go conditions, so it is uncertain whether
poorer performance is attributed to deficits in inhibition
or information processing. Future work is needed to determine whether response inhibition is indeed compromised in
mdaMCI and sdaMCI relative to healthy aging.
Similar to past research, the mdaMCI group performed
with overall slower processing speed (longer Go mean RTs)
than the other groups. These mean RT effects may arise
from compromised information processing in mdaMCI in
evaluating whether a particular stimulus indicates a Go or
NoGo trial. These effects have been similarly demonstrated
in individuals with aMCI of unspecified subtype relative to
healthy controls (Cid-Fernández et al., 2014; López Zunini
et al., 2016), and specifically in individuals with mdaMCI
relative to those with sdaMCI and healthy controls (CidFernández et al., 2017a, 2017b). Furthermore, our findings
in Go RT IIV suggests greater attentional inefficiency in
the mdaMCI group relative to sdaMCI or healthy control
groups in a task condition without an inhibitory component. These findings replicate previous work using RT IIV
in simple RT tasks (McLaughlin et al., 2010; Strauss et al.,
2007).

Interference Control
As expected, the mdaMCI group performed less accurately
and with slower processing speed on all Flanker task conditions than sdaMCI and healthy control groups. Similar
to the Go–NoGo task, these effects in accuracy and mean
RT may arise from compromised stimulus evaluation or
information processing in mdaMCI. Similar findings have
been demonstrated in individuals with aMCI combined
across subtype (Bélanger & Belleville, 2009; Wang et al.,
2013), and in individuals with mdaMCI compared to those
with sdaMCI or healthy controls in Simon tasks (Pereiro

et al., 2014; Strauss et al., 2007). The mdaMCI group
also showed elevated RT IIV in all task conditions relative to the sdaMCI or healthy control groups, suggesting
overall greater attentional inefficiency. This is consistent
with previous findings using the Simon task (Strauss et al.,
2007) and a visuospatial attention task (McLaughlin et al.,
2010).
Individuals with mdaMCI had greater RT IIV than
healthy controls on Incongruent trials than Neutral trials,
suggesting an interference control deficit in mdaMCI.
Prior research using measures of accuracy and mean RT
has found similar interference control deficits in individuals with aMCI combined across subtype (e.g., Bélanger
& Belleville, 2009, Zhang et al., 2015), with the exception of some studies using Stroop (Puente et al., 2014;
Zhang et al., 2007; Zheng et al., 2012) and Flanker tasks
(Fernández et al., 2011; Lv et al., 2010). These studies with
null group findings may arise from the heterogeneity of
interference control deficits between aMCI subtypes. The
literature examining interference control between aMCI
subtypes has also used accuracy and mean RT and, to our
knowledge, is limited to the Simon task where Pereiro et al.
(2014) demonstrated a greater interference effect for accuracy in the mdaMCI group than the sdaMCI and healthy
control groups. Our findings extend this work to a different
task (Flanker) and to a sensitive measure of attentional
inefficiency (RT IIV). Notably, our findings in RT IIV revealed a greater Flanker interference effect in the sdaMCI
group relative to healthy controls as well. As far as we are
aware, the present study is the first to demonstrate interference control deficits in both sdaMCI and mdaMCI using a
measure of intraindividual variability. To our knowledge,
only one other study with seven participants per group
revealed a greater Flanker interference effect in accuracy
for individuals with sdaMCI than healthy controls (Borsa
et al., 2018). Our data highlight the presence of interference control deficits in not only mdaMCI, but in sdaMCI
as well, a finding apparent through RT IIV but not through
conventional measures of accuracy or mean RT.

Theoretical Implications
Given that RT IIV is particularly sensitive to frontal
dysfunction (Hultsch & MacDonald, 2004), our findings advance current knowledge of aMCI by suggesting
changes in higher-order frontal lobe functioning even
in early stages of pathology. Indeed, the meta-analysis
by Rabi et al. (2020) suggests that, accounting for processing speed, response inhibition and interference control are compromised in aMCI relative to healthy aging.
Furthermore, neuroimaging studies have demonstrated
reduced integrity of frontal brain areas underlying inhibition, such as the anterior cingulate cortex, in individuals with aMCI (Borsa et al., 2018; Van Dam et al.,
2013). Our findings extend this work by providing converging evidence for attentional inefficiency in aMCI and
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Clinical Implications
Inhibitory control is reported to be the most frequently
impaired executive domain in aMCI regardless of subtype (Johns et al., 2012). Currently, Go–NoGo and
Flanker tasks are not standardized for clinical assessments with older adults; thus, inhibition impairments
may go undetected in individuals with aMCI (Rabi
et al., 2020). A more sensitive measure of executive functioning, such as RT IIV from inhibition tasks, may improve diagnostic power when used in supplementation to
neuropsychological test batteries. Future research should
explore the added classification utility of RT IIV metrics
on inhibition tasks between aMCI subtypes and healthy
controls. Furthermore, our present findings suggest individuals with aMCI regardless of subtype may benefit
from interventions in executive attention, in addition to

early interventions for memory impairments, to preserve
independent functioning.

Limitations
The number of people we recruited differed between
groups; deficits in response inhibition may have reached
significance with more participants, particularly with
mdaMCI. Additionally, RT IIV has limited utility in capturing response inhibition deficits since these paradigms require a null response. Thus, mean RT and RT IIV measures
from Go trials cannot provide inferences of response inhibition. Finally, as inhibitory deficits in aMCI are exacerbated by cardiovascular burden (Villeneuve et al., 2009),
our exclusion criteria comprised vascular diseases and risk
factors. We suspect these deficits would be more prevalent
had we included these conditions, particularly since the
likelihood of cardiovascular burden is higher in mdaMCI
than sdaMCI (Villeneuve et al., 2009).

Conclusion
The present study utilized RT IIV in addition to accuracy and
mean RT to characterize deficits in two domains of inhibitory control in sdaMCI and mdaMCI. Although prior studies
using accuracy and mean RT have shown response inhibition and interference control deficits in aMCI, few have compared these deficits between aMCI subtypes. Through RT
IIV, the present study revealed interference control deficits in
mdaMCI as well as sdaMCI compared with healthy controls.
Our findings support the utility of intraindividual variability
measures alongside conventional behavioral measures in assessing early executive function deficits.
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demonstrate compromised interference control in both
aMCI subtypes relative to healthy aging. Our RT IIV
findings in sdaMCI are especially noteworthy given that
impairments in executive functioning are not detectable
in this population with neuropsychological tests or traditional metrics of accuracy and mean RT. These findings suggest that even in the early stage of aMCI, subtle
deficits in frontal functioning may be present.
Additionally, our findings contribute to the converging literature showing that RT IIV is a more
informative metric of frontal lobe functioning than conventional measures of accuracy and mean RT, possibly
by capturing differences in attentional integrity. When
intraindividual variability represents systematic rather
than random fluctuations, accuracy and mean RT may
provide skewed estimates of performance (Hultsch &
MacDonald, 2004; Stuss & Binns, 2008). Thus, RT IIV
has potential to reveal subtle differences that may not
be apparent with conventional measures when groups
systematically vary in attentional efficiency (MacDonald
et al., 2009; Murtha et al., 2002), which may be a key
distinguishing factor between aMCI and healthy aging
as demonstrated by the present findings. Prior research
has found RT IIV to uniquely improve group differentiation of multiple-domain MCI subtypes from a combined group of individuals with single-domain MCI and
healthy controls above mean RT (Strauss et al., 2007).
Furthermore, both mean RT and RT IIV on a simple RT
task differed between the mdaMCI group and healthy
controls, whereas only RT IIV (and not mean RT) differed between the sdaMCI group and healthy controls
(Strauss et al., 2007). These findings bear similarity to
those of the present study, where conventional measures
of accuracy and mean RT appeared to mask interference
control deficits in sdaMCI that were evident in RT IIV.
Given that this research had mainly focused on simple
RT and visual search tasks, our RT IIV findings thus extend this work to the domain of inhibition.
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